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Cheshire West and Chester Council brings a fresh and energetic approach to providing top quality 
services for its many customers and communities. West Cheshire is a place where everyone can 
Thrive – through our core values of Teamwork, Honesty, Respect, Innovation, Value for Money and 
Empowerment.

In 2018 we were able to offer a range of placements 
accross the following services: Regulatory Services, 
x3 - Marketing Support / Park and ride support 
assistant, Environmental Crime Investigations, 
Allergen support to Food Businesses; Transactional 
Service Centre - Recruitment and Pay, x2 
Sourcing & DBS, TSC Assistant; Best for Business x2 
Implementation Project Assistant; Corporate Dept x1 
Billing Assistant; Payments and Income, x1 P&I Data 
Assistant; Localities, x1 Lache Marketing Assistant.

There are a number of benefits to providing WBL 
placements; the use of an additional resource (that is 
not necessarily directly tasked with daily operational 
work), in-company trainers responsible for training/
mentoring learners benefit by developing their skills 
and competences as trainers and the development 
of new ways of working since learners bring new 
perspectives and input into everyday processes and 
procedures.

We consider the placements an opportunity to 
engage with and develop a pool of skilled and 
motivated potential future employees. The positive 
effect of the WBL programme extends beyond the 
direct participants and provides council wide benefits.
We would highly recommend involvement in the WBL 
programme to any potential employer.

It is important for students to undergo work based 
learning during their studies as the placements 
provide students with career awareness, career 
exploration, and career preparation enabling them 
to make direct connections between classroom 
learning and real world applications enabling them 
to develop and practice positive work-related 
habits and attitudes. The students can use the 
placements to establish professional contacts for 
future employment, mentoring and networking; it 
also has potential to improve their post-graduation 
employment opportunities.

My advice to other companies thinking of taking on a 
student would be that before taking on the students 
we devise a learning path /training plan featuring 
a sequence of initially simple and then increasingly 
complex activities that provide an opportunity to 
develop knowledge on the procedures and processes 
of various activities. This is carried out under the 
supervision of an experienced mentor.

We would highly recommend involvement 
in the WBL programme to any potential 

employer.
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